
F I D D L E    R A I L S

Lining shelves and tables, Fiddle Rails are expertly designed to keep everything in 

place. Mostly used on yachts, these sleek and dynamic designs are perfectly crafted 

to secure objects. Our Fiddle Rails come in a range of signature finishes and have 

many complementary products, allowing you to fully suite your hardware throughout 

any project.

From our saddle stitched leather, to solid brass, we host an extensive range suitable 

for all types of interior. Our Fiddle Rails are part of our bespoke service where we 

offer custom lengths, shapes and finish options. 

Contact our sales team for more information sales@turnstyledesigns.com



BARREL

LEATHER

SQUARE

LEATHER GRIP FINISHES

This is one of our most popular designs and from our Leather Barrel collection. Contemporary 

yet simple it is hand stitched or bonded in the finest Italian leather. We can produce these in 

any length and any projection required for your projects. You can also find other complimentary 

products and hardware to match via the collections page on our website.

Available as either stitch in or stitch out with a choice of 54 standard finish combinations.

These heavy duty, solid brass legs sit either side of hand stitched square leather grips.

They can be custom made to suit your specifications.

With up to 54 standard finish combinations available there will certainly be a

combination to suit any interior project.

SQUARE

Here our solid brass D handles are wrapped using leather with end stitched detailing.

Available in all of our signature leather and metal finishes.

With up to 54 standard finish combinations available there will certainly be a combination

to suit any interior.

SADDLE

*Shown here in a custom leather and metal finish.

*Shown here in a custom leather finish with Satin Nickel.

*Shown here in Tan leather with Polished Nickel finish.

For all custom orders please contact our sales 
team to discuss your required dimensions.sales@turnstyledesigns.com    |    +44(0)1271 325 325    |    www.turnstyledesigns.com
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METAL FINISHES

BC PN SN CB

FA TW PU VN VP



BARREL

SOLID

From our Solid Barrel collection, this contemporary design is both strong and durable. 

Because of this, all our solid brass handles can also be used in a variety of areas, such 

as bath and shower rooms, crew quarters and many other areas to create a harmonious 

story of hardware throughout any project. Visit our website for the fully suited

complimentary hardware.

Available in all of our standard solid brass finishes.

Our hand hammered barrel fiddle rail will add an additional texture to these robust rails.

We offer a range of hammered hardware to complete the look of any interior.

Our hammered products are produced by hand and expertly hammered by our skilled 

team of craftsmen and women.

Available in all of our standard hammered finishes.

BARREL

HAMMERED

HAMMERED FINISHES

*Shown here in Bright Chrome with a custom projection.

*Shown here in Polished Nickel with a custom projection.

For all custom orders please contact our sales 
team to discuss your required dimensions.sales@turnstyledesigns.com    |    +44(0)1271 325 325    |    www.turnstyledesigns.com

METAL FINISHES

BC PN SN CB

FA TW PU VN VP

BC PN SN

PU NH BH



EXAMPLE

CUSTOM

This Barrel design with solid square legs and custom Shagreen grip finish,

is a great example of a custom built solution.

We offer modification and customisation options, by using our existing stock components. By 

working together, we can create products that can fit your brief and work for all interior projects. 

This is a cost effective way to enable you, the client, to have a unique, bespoke design by

modifying material, grips or finish and thereby benefiting from both price and delivery times.

With a range of sizes, projection and materials the choice is yours. We can help to create specific 

aspects of a product other manufacturers simply cannot.

If you can’t find something to suit your project in either our catalogue range or via the Modify 

process we will be happy to discuss developing and manufacturing your vision from start to 

finish. Using our Tailored service, we can help to develop a product with you to meet all your 

specification needs such as size, scale, finish and mounting.

Below are some examples of custom projects we have created.

*Shown here with a custom Shagreen grip and Polished Nickel with 

custom removable legs.

sales@turnstyledesigns.com    |    +44(0)1271 325 325    |    www.turnstyledesigns.com
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